A 'democratic classroom', but who speaks loudest?
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This article uses snapshots of work with adult basic education students to raise questions
about 'empowerment'. I have been working with basic maths students on observation
and analysis of our own classrooms. Four course groups have been involved over two
years, each between six and ten students (with some overlap when students have
continued for a second year's study), meeting for two hours a week. Most of the
students have difficulties with reading and/or writing and spelling, and also attend
literacy or English courses. Some have become actively involved in designing the project
and see themselves as co-researchers; others have been less consistently involved but
have taken on specific pieces of work, including data collection or analysis. Here I want
to look at five examples of our work, which I will argue illustrate approaches to teaching
and learning maths but which also present challenges to some of our usual ways of
gathering data.
Maths life histories
Four students in one group drew line graphs of their maths histories. This work was
done as part of an introduction to line graphs, and came after about 15 meetings of the
group. In that time, we had already discussed students' experiences of maths in some
detail, and all had done some writing about it (some dictated it, to enable them to get
round spelling problems) which was read in the group.
Joyce drew a graph which started high, with a written comment 'Handling money, but
you didn't count that as maths' then slid down: 'decided no good at maths when I started
adult classes'. Emma said hers would be flat: 'I need the paddles, like in ER!' ER is a US
hospital drama; Emma's idea of graphs uses the image of a cardiograph, with a flat graph
indicating a stopped heart. In fact her completed graph for her adult years was highest
when she had paid work and consistently fell when she was unemployed; paid
employment and confidence in maths seem for her to go together. One student recorded
on her graph that she had been to special school and had had speech difficulties; one of
the dips in her school maths had the comment 'Went down in maths when doing graphs
etc', thus telling us that the particular section of course we were starting reminded her of
one of the worst times at school. Carol's was flat but high; she said she had always
enjoyed maths, even though she had not had a successful school experience. These
graphs were shared with another group, where Sandra said, 'Oh, I hate graphs, I hate
that paper!' She then drew her own map of her maths experience, on plain paper.
We haven't space here to go into everything the graphs showed. We discussed them at
length in the two groups, and in the discussion the writers added extra comments. We
noticed that all the graphs had a y-axis which represented confidence (rather than, say,
skills in maths, or time spent studying or using maths) and all had an x-axis which
represented age. So the students' measurement of `up' or 'down' in maths revolves
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around confidence rather than technical skills, and the graphs are a new way of showing
autobiography.
This seems, then, for some people to be a useful way of representing maths histories and
an alternative to some of our more usual approaches. The students were perhaps creating
a new genre, using visual images, numbers and words combined. The graphs get round
the need for good technical reading and writing skills, and offer a vehicle for group
discussion and analysis. However, they also raise an issue about how students and tutors
get to know each other. We had already worked on personal maths histories, and indeed
my notes of the discussions and the students' writing form part of the data for my
research. The graphs revealed omissions in the earlier work. I hadn't known that adult
maths education knocked Joyce's confidence down; that Emma's maths was tied to
employment; that one student had a history of speech difficulties; that two people
dreaded or hated work on graphs; or, indeed, that one was entirely cheerful about maths.
The point here is not that graphs are a magical way forward (some students, for example,
chose not to do them at all), but that we should be more aware of how much of their
experience students may choose to withhold from the group or the tutor. We commonly
say we 'build on students' experiences'; we need perhaps to be more sceptical about how
much we understand of those experiences.
An interview
We use interviews as a way of trying to understand what our students think, or what
their experiences are. But one piece of work shows the limits of what we find out.
Pat and Cathy interviewed each other about writing their maths diaries. I gave them a
tape recorder and some questions, with one open-ended question at the end, about
whether there was any advice for students or tutors. I meant the 'advice' to be about
using maths diaries. This is part of the 'advice to tutors':
Cathy

Pat

Cathy

I have enjoyed the course, but sometimes I think it is a bit wishy-washy. You get told
that you have done very well because you're almost right, or on the right tracks. But in
maths I think you're either right or you're wrong. I wish you were told you had got it
right, or you had not got it right. It's kidding yourself.
But you are gaining more than you thought you would. I think the confidence I do have
is because of the teacher. Being adults, and having children of our own, and feeling
inadequate when our kids come home and we're not able to help them - having the right
teacher and being in the right atmosphere and company, it does help.
Yes, and maybe that's why the teacher never says, 'You've got that all wrong'. What
would be the point? You probably wouldn't come back. And it's only Basic Maths,
perhaps at this stage it's not all that important.

It seems here that students seized a bit of time that was less directly controlled by the
tutor to debate and work on issues that I had understood quite differently. This interview
gave me a view of the course that would usually be closed to me. I thought I was
teaching a course that might help people to see themselves as creators of maths; to
understand maths is not always right or wrong; and to understand maths is socially
constructed. These students see me as kind to them; I have confirmed for them that they
are only 'basic'. This is a revelation about a relationship of patronage.
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The interview was supposedly about diaries; Cathy and Pat used the one more open
question to tell me much more important criticisms. Pat played the tape for the rest of
the group; it was not meant to be a private word in the teacher's ear. They knew I would
be listening to the tape, so this is not in any way a 'window' into their 'true' ideas about
the class. It does however suggest that the more usual interviews, in which the
tutor/researcher interviews the students, may be very restrictive.
The students' meeting: 'Tutors are sort of loudly spoken'
A group of eight students, from two centres, worked together to organise a meeting for
students about maths. The meeting, held in a community centre in South London, was
attended by about forty students, who came from four different organisations (a Further
Education college, two community centres and a local authority education service). One
issue was the dominance of tutors who had come to support their students. These are
some comments from student organisers, made in discussion after the conference:
Tutors, I thought there was no tutors! At the back please, keep quiet, just take notes, I
felt like saying. The whole idea was for the teachers to listen, and take notes or whatever,
and for us to do everything. [A tutor] kept on asking questions, she was directly looking
at me, and do you know what I mean? I felt really intimidated. (Shazia)
I think the tutor should have took a back seat and let the students interview the students,
and just listen to what's being said. (Jeremy)
Tutors are sort of loudly spoken. (Lorraine)

I should stress here that I (a tutor) did not see any evidence of domination by tutors,
other than the anger and anxiety generated in the students. Our role as tutors, with all the
influence and authority it carries, makes us intimidating, however democratic our
intentions. The message is that to discuss how maths education should be organised,
students need space without tutors there.
The students used most of the time at the conference to discuss the curriculum and
compare experiences of South London maths education. These are some quotes about
the curriculum:
The woman [a tutor] was saying you need maths for measuring and all of that thing what
you is doing, and I thought, how can she ask those questions? Why can't she just go?
(Antoinette)
The [question] that got me, is the one with, which is the best thing, going through text
books or doing news articles. And I said both, I said both. (Shazia)
Many different ways to do maths. (Notes from a small group discussion)

There is not one curriculum. People want choices, and they don't want tutors telling
them what they need. The conference was a success, and led to ...
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A magazine of students' writing

Global Maths was written, edited and produced by students, and includes maths life
histories and reports of the discussions at the students' meeting. I analysed data from the
magazine and the conference, and found the students' reasons for studying maths fell
into four main areas (with much overlap): for everyday needs, including shopping,
measurement, and employment; to recover from previous failure; to help children; and
for enjoyment and intellectual challenge.

The problem is - so what? What other reasons could there be for studying maths? This
does not distinguish basic maths students from research mathematicians. This leads me to
a difficulty about generalising about students. Generalisations we can make, like this one,
are useless because they are not specific - they cover the population of the world. Other
generalisations are rejected by students, as we saw in their discussion of the curriculum.
Class observation

One group, who were active in the research, decided to observe their own class. I
assumed one or two would do the observing, and I took in six sample observation
schedules for the group to choose from, or amend. In fact the group of six students
decided they would all observe the class, each using a different schedule. We did it for
two classes, and then four of the students together collated the results. Here I reproduce
Tutor's questions to ...
Genuine question wanting to know the answer
A question to find out if the student knows something.
A question to help the student work something out.
Other sorts of questions
Totals

group
1

3
4

women
8

men
6

2
3

11
6
3
26

13

the collated results of just two of the observations: 'Tutor's questions , and 'Who does
the talking?' (The others were students' questions, timed observation of class activity,
teacher/student interaction and students' responses to the class.)
This first table shows the collated results of the 'Tutor's questions' observation schedule.
In it we see that I asked the two men twice as many questions as I asked the four
women.
The next table shows 'Who does the talking?'
Names 4
Talking to whole class
Talking in a small group or
a pair
(Students) Talking to the
tutor
TOTALS
* Tutor

Alison*
3

Andy

Priya

6
4

Trevor
1
2

Theresa
1
9

6

6

6

2

9

6

9

12

Carol
1
11

Joyce
7
1

_
10

12

7
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We can see that Theresa, Carol and Joyce all have a higher score for 'talking in a small
group'; in the group discussion about the observation results they said they enjoy
working together and helping each other.
This research is 'invalid', of course. Every observer was also observed, and meanwhile
we were trying to continue 'ordinary' classes. We all had to remind each other to keep
observing, and we ended up spending most of both the observed classes laughing at each
other. I was listed as talking to myself six times, so we can see some of the tallying was
inaccurate. (A tape transcript of one of the classes also revealed the inaccuracy of the
observations.) However, that's not the point. The observation exercises, and discussion
of the data, have changed the discourse of the classroom. My lesson plan for the first
observed class included individual work with two students (who happened to be men),
and I knew I would balance it the following week - but that plan was mine, not the
students', and what was apparent to the group was simply the teacher spending time on
the men. After the observations and discussions, one of the women was able to interrupt
one of the men talking to me: 'You're a man! consider your teacher!' Students' own
preferred ways of working, including whether they like to be quiet (like Priya) or discuss
things with each other, are up for debate. We are now more self-aware and can talk
about group processes more easily.

Students as researchers
These five pieces of work suggest that data I had previously collected was flawed. We
say we build on students' experiences - but we need to question how we come about our
knowledge of that experience. Students' discussed and written maths histories, material
from interviews, any discussion with a tutor present, my own generalisations about
students' aims, and class observation have all been questioned. I am not suggesting that
this new data is more 'true', but that as researchers we need to be more aware than I was
of the transforming potential of students' participating as active researchers.
Students' involvement as participant researchers has transformed this research project.
The 'teacher/student interaction' observation (another of the six class observation
schedules) identified the tutor as 'dominant'. When we discussed this in the group, the
students said they thought it correct that a tutor should be dominant; that was part of my
job. So the processes of joint research have not in any way made tutor and students
`equal', but they have, I argue, opened up for group discussion the question of what
empowerment or democracy might mean in an adult basic education context.
We commonly say in adult basic education, in both literacy and maths, that we are aiming
to 'empower' our students. The term is used differently by different writers and in
different traditions; here I want only to point to work which has influenced the research
reported here.
Adult basic education has been strongly influenced by Freire's work, which originated in
work on adult literacy (Freire 1972); though unsurprisingly used more in adult literacy
work, some mathematics educators also cite his work (e.g. D'Ambrosio, 1997; Fasheh,
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1991; Frankenstein & Powell, 1994). Diana Coben (1997) gives a very useful critical
overview of Freire's legacy for adults learning mathematics.
Within literacy work there is an established practice of using students' own language
(spoken, dictated, written, taped ...) as learning material, and of publishing students'
writing (see Mace (1995) for more detailed discussions, based in British experience). A
parallel development in mathematics education may be using students' own problems,
methods, algorithms and mathematical traditions - seeking to acknowledge and value
students' existing knowledge and strategies and build on them (e.g. Gerdes 1997).
Knijnik (1997) describes work with landless people working to develop both their
traditional and 'standard' methods for land measurement so that they can choose and use
mathematics so far as possible to their own advantage.
There are further influences from political theory and organisation in the women's
liberation movement (`second wave', 1970s). 'Consciousness-raising groups' sought to
build their own theory out of examination of their and other women's own experience. In
common with those political groups, the mathematics work I discuss here relies on group
solidarity and students' willingness to learn from each other; it is organised in small
groups which sometimes meet together to share experience; it assumes that 'failure' in
mathematics has, by and large, a socio-economic rather than individual origin; and it is
optimistic.
Our ideas of 'building on students' experience' depend on students having space to
express that experience. In the 'student-centred' approaches we seek to use, there is a
risk that the focus on the individual's relationship with the tutor sidelines the students'
relationships with each other; as tutors we may be inadvertently isolating students. When
the tutor is pushed slightly to one side and students are active researchers, some of the
constraints of the usual discourse are shifted and students find or make contexts that may
allow them to work more openly.
The students' work illustrates ways not of 'solving the problem' (of empowerment, or
the curriculum, or teaching strategies) but of opening up issues with students themselves
so that the 'solutions' are not all those of the tutor. The students whose work is reported
here are theorising about their own education. This includes more formal research
processes: members of the group who organised the students' meeting and magazine
have presented a workshop for practitioners (RaPAL, forthcoming). As part of the
project some students have also read others' research - for example, two groups have
discussed Knijnik's (1997) work and tried out two Brazilian methods of area
measurement, and two groups have tried out the 'empty number line' work by
Netherlands colleagues (Beishuizen & Anghileri, 1998).
They are, further, organising: coming together to develop ideas alongside joint strategies
for change. They are engaged in 'praxis': the term for the union of theory and action
used by Freire and others. They are not learning from tutors how to do it; they are doing
it already. We don't always have to agree with them; as with any other writer, politician,
learner, teacher or mathematician we can engage in debate.
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I suggest that we need to examine which strategies support students working towards
this openness, solidarity and individual presence:
• how do we know our students' interests, opinions, experiences?
• how can we foster the group solidarity that seems to support these students?
The 1998 Adults Learning Mathematics conference addressed the question 'What kind
of mathematics should we teach?' We need to extend that question, so that we ask also,
`and who should decide?'
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